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 Here we are, starting week seven of the college football season and using a little poetic 

license with the famous “Cool Hand Luke” quote, “What we’ve got here is a failure to facilitate. 

Some teams just can’t reach it. So, we don’t get what we had here last week, which is now the 

way we want it and not the way he wants it.” This is the beginning of the end for some teams in 

this 2021 season. Games now start to have more of a priority and play more of a major role if a 

team will be considered for the playoff or if they will just finish out another season with a 

winning record but not playing for contention, just playing for pride. 

 The Alabama-Texas A&M game exposed what some have been asking themselves for a 

couple years now, can Bama be beat, and the answer is yes. This game brought to the forefront 

and exposed that soft underbelly of Alabama’s weakness and the team that can exploit those 

weaknesses can beat Alabama no matter what Gary Danielson says. As teams progress through 

a season, one of two things will happen. One is if they are mediocre then there will be no 

change in their season’s performance but two, if they are a contender and a fighter then as their 

season moves from one week to the next, they get tougher, stronger, and harder to beat. This 

year for Bama it has been their weakness that has been exposed more and more each week 

starting with the Florida game. It’s not that Bama is getting less powerful but rather their 

weakness is becoming more prominent in their play which lessens their dominance over their 

opponents such as with Texas A&M. 

 Texas A&M has not gotten any better as the season has progressed, it is however they 

picked apart the Bama onslaught hitting them in the kinks in their armor which caused them to 

stumble and falter for A&M to capitalize on to victory. Georgia on the other hand has continued 

to improve as weeks have progressed. They have had a couple of slow starts, but eventually 

their strength has grown and has prevailed. Against Auburn, yes with the benefit of a couple 

calls by referees, which could have gone either way, Georgia has continued on their way. In any 

season, the powerful teams seemingly get the benefit of the doubt in their season much to the 

chagrin of the teams and fans who they oppose. Just ask Saban and Swinney. 



 Kentucky not known for being a powerhouse and that has not changed for this year, is 

though playing the role of spoiler for this year. Though Florida and LSU neither were going to 

be contenders for this year, no matter what the Gator fans believe, Kentucky should not be 

underestimated for this upcoming Saturday’s game. The biggest thing in Georgia’s favor for 

this weekend is that the game will be played between the hedges at Sanford Stadium in Athens. 

The game by no stretch will be a blow out for Georgia. Kentucky will be around all game long 

providing discomfort for the Dawgs and their loyal fans. The final score probably will fall in the 

range of 24-17 or 31-24 in Georgia’s favor. 

 Seeing how the revised and rearranged top five rankings have now been placed with the 

Alabama loss, if you review the final games for Iowa, Oklahoma, Ohio State, and Cincinnati 

some ultimate interesting matchups could be in order. If Georgia goes undefeated, which is a 

possibility,  for the rest of the season this can be a powerful season ending set of games in how 

the College Playoff Bowl Committee wants to match who will be playing for the top prize. Do 

they want a rematch of the 2018 Rose Bowl, Oklahoma-Georgia, or would they prefer an Iowa-

Georgia or a Buckeye-Bulldog match? Cincinnati can go undefeated but including the element 

of strength of schedule in the final calculation, this would keep them out from playing at the 

‘big’ game.  

 Georgia’s focus is to play solid for the remainder of the year but always keeping their eye 

focused on the game at hand. Depending on one’s personal preference and how you might feel 

about the current rankings, 1-Georgia, 2-Iowa, 3-Cincinnati, 4-Oklahoma, 5-Alabama, 6-Ohio 

State, 7-Penn State, 8-Michigan, 9-Oregon, and 10-Michigan State, other than previous 

rankings for the number one and two slots, some teams in the middle have been playing musical 

chairs especially with the number 2, 3, and 4 slots all season long. Here to is another option that 

presents itself, Alabama being a one loss team is a more powerful drawer than any undefeated 

Cincinnati team. So, potentially Bama can still play a role in the overall outcome of events. It is 

about ticket draw and not the finesse of just pairing three to four or five to six. Who is going to 

bring more fans and provide a better TV viewing, Oklahoma-Cincinnati, or Oklahoma-Alabama 

or, Ohio State-Cincinnati or Ohio State-Alabama? Truly, Alabama has the ability to bring a 

larger crowd to any TV viewing no matter who they are paired with.  



Plus, as far as number 9 goes, I personally feel that Oregon should swap places with 

number 11 Kentucky, who should be in my estimation, be in the number 9 slot. Regardless, no 

matter what the eventual result will be, the one thing we all should be able to agree on is no 

matter who you pull for it will be entertaining. 

  


